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Multifrequency light can be exploited to produce different forms of optical forces on atoms. Here, we
demonstrate that weakly modulated light can produce forces stronger than the radiative force limit #k$/2 that
can be used either for cooling or for deflection. We present various models of these forces and compare them
with our measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past 20 years, optical manipulation of neutral at-
oms has been mostly done in a single frequency laser field,
often composed of several beams with different polarizations
and k! vectors. There are two kinds of forces, distinguished
by the mechanism for excited atoms to return to their ground
states. Spontaneous decay results in the dissipative radiative
force whose magnitude saturates at Frad!#k$/2, where %
&1/$ is the excited-state lifetime. Stimulated emission re-
sults in the conservative dipole force that does not saturate. It
can be viewed as coming from strong gradients of the light
shift or from stimulated exchange of momentum between
fields of different k! vectors.
Laser cooling requires both the dissipative interaction as-

sociated with spontaneous emission, and energy loss caused
by an emission frequency that is higher than the absorption
frequency. For a single optical frequency on a two-level
atom, such as that used in atomic beam slowing or optical
molasses, this energy loss is accomplished through the Dop-
pler shift. By contrast, in a multilevel atom, optical pumping
between ground states of different energies can result in fluo-
rescence of higher-frequency light. One well-known example
is polarization gradient or Sisyphus cooling '1(, but even in
this case, the velocity dependent part of the force is "Frad .
We have been exploring light forces with multiple optical

frequencies that not only cool, but also can be used to slow
or deflect atoms '2–4(. With polychromatic light it is pos-
sible to exploit the unsaturable dipole force at one frequency
for the energy loss, while spontaneous emission induced by
another frequency enables the dissipation.
Exploitation of the dipole force is complicated by the fact

that it reverses sign on the wavelength scale and so its spatial
average vanishes, except when it is modified by ever-present
spontaneous emission !such as in Sisyphus cooling". The de-
sire to extend the spatial range of the dipole force has pro-
duced two independent proposals that used two frequencies
to provide spatial rectification '5,6(. The idea was to use the
light at one of the frequencies to exert a dipole optical force
on the atoms. Then the light shift from the other one with

very different parameters was used to spatially modulate the
atomic transition frequency )a . This modulation reverses
the sign of the light shift caused by the beam at the first
frequency with approximately the same spatial period as the
force, and therefore the force is rectified.
With beams of two frequencies, one of them can be in-

tense enough to provide a strong dipole force even with large
detuning so that spontaneous emission is minimized, while
the other can be used for either of two purposes. In the case
of Refs. '5,6(, it is chosen to spatially modulate the atomic
resonance frequency as discussed above, but in our case, it is
weak and close to resonance so that it induces spatially
modulated optical pumping !see below".
During the few years following Refs. '5,6(, there were

several experiments that demonstrated the spatial rectifica-
tion proposed therein '7–10(. The utility of such spatial rec-
tification is limited, however, because the laser detunings
must be carefully chosen. Therefore, the Doppler shift of
moving atoms limits the velocity range over which this rec-
tification can occur.
As part of our ongoing exploration of optical forces in

nonmonochromatic light '2–4(, we have exploited these ex-
tra degrees of freedom to make forces substantially #Frad
and cover a wider velocity range than the rectified force or
Sisyphus cooling. Unlike Ref. '8(, we choose the laser pa-
rameters so that the population difference between the
ground and excited states determines the force, and we have
labeled it the ‘‘population force,’’ Fpop . It is not limited to
the strength of Frad and its velocity range and damping ca-
pability exceeds that of both the rectified and the polarization
gradient Sisyphus forces. We use a strong light beam tuned
well away from resonance, with weak frequency modulation
chosen to put one of the sidebands close to resonance. !We
ignore the other sidebands because they are weak and very
far from resonance." This modulated beam is retroreflected to
form standing waves.
We therefore consider a two-level atom in two optical

standing waves of different frequencies. The ‘‘carrier’’ fre-
quency produces a strong light shift and dipole force from
the resultant potential hills, while the weak ‘‘sideband’’
causes optical pumping between the dressed states of a two-
level atom that have opposite light shifts. The relative spatial
phase of the two standing waves is chosen so that atoms
climb !descend" potential hills shifts more often than they
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descend !climb". The phase can be chosen so the force is
unidirectional !deflection and slowing" or reverses with ve-
locity !strong Sisyphus cooling".
The population force differs from Refs. '5–10( in that the

light at the sideband frequency, shifted by )m from the car-
rier’s frequency )c , is used to excite the atoms and not to
rectify the dipole force by reversing the detuning. Here, the
light shift caused by this sideband frequency is much smaller
than the detuning of the carrier from atomic resonance *c
&)c$)a . Since the intensity of the sideband is quite low,
only one powerful laser beam is needed. Furthermore, Fpop
is dissipative so it can be used for cooling.
This force is also different from that of Ref. '11( because

it is applicable to a two-level system where polarization
plays no role, the force is %Frad , and we measure it directly
instead of through cooling efficiency. Our method is closely
related to the two-level atom cooling mechanism in intense
light of Ref. '12(, but here we control the position of the
maximum optical pumping rate by our choice of relative
phase of the sideband’s standing wave, instead of being dic-
tated by the antinodes of the single frequency light field.
In this paper, we first present an intuitive model of the

origin of this large force and make qualitative comparisons
with our measurements. Then we present a more formal de-
scription of atoms moving in a frequency-modulated field.
Next, we present a discussion based on an approximation to
the doubly dressed states of atoms in the bichromatic field.
Although this approximate model is based on the stationary
solutions of the atom&laser Hamiltonian, comparison of nu-
merical calculations based on it with our measurements
shows quite excellent quantitative agreement. Finally, we
discuss our experiments and present the results in the light of
these models.

II. MODELS

A. Intuitive model

The spatial dependence of the light shift of a two-level
atom in a single optical standing wave of detuning * and
Rabi Frequency + is

) ls!z "!''!'2+!z "(2&*2$*(/2, !1"

and is not sinusoidal, even though the intensity distribution is
'13(. !The factor of 2 in 2+(z) arises because there are two
traveling waves that make up the standing wave." Typical
parameters for our experiment are given in Table I, although
the values of * and + for the sideband can vary considerably
from these.
What is important is that the low intensity of the sideband

makes both its light shift and its concomitant dipole force
much smaller than those of the carrier, and for this intuitive
model, we neglect both of these '14(. By contrast, the side-
band’s excitation rate

$p!
s$/2

1&s&!2*/$"2
!2"

has a maximum where )a is shifted into resonance with it by
the carrier. The resulting $p for the sideband is about 2.5
times larger than for the carrier at its antinode, as shown in
Table I. We therefore neglect the effects of both excitation by
the carrier and light shifts of the sidebands. 'Here, the satu-
ration parameter s&I/Isat!2+2/$2 and Isat&,hc/3-3%
.160 /W/cm2 for our 2 3S1→2 3P2 transition in meta-
stable He (He*) at -!1083 nm.(
To understand how the population force arises, we first

consider the relative spatial phase of the standing waves as
shown in Fig. 1!a". Excitation occurs primarily along the
path represented by the line CD so atoms experience a maxi-
mum force Fmax!0E/0z! f#) ls /(-/2,).15Frad . Since
the line CD is not located at a node, and since atoms do not
necessarily decay at an antinode, the fraction f is estimated to
be about f.3/4 'see Fig. 1!a"( '15(. 'Excitation along AB is

TABLE I. Typical values of the laser parameters for our experi-
ments. The value of +0 is the Rabi frequency for each traveling-
wave component of the standing wave, whereas smax is evaluated at
each antinode of the standing wave field and is given by
2(2+0)2/$2. We calculate $p for the sideband at point C of Fig.
1!a" where it is exactly resonant.

Laser field */$ +0/$ smax $p /$ ) ls /$
(max)

Carrier '36.2 21 3500 0.2 10
Sideband '2.5 2.6 54 0.5 1.6

FIG. 1. Part !a" shows the light shifts for the ground and excited
states !solid lines", and the detuning of the sideband !horizontal
dashed line". The vertical arrows AB and CD show the places
where the sideband light is resonant with the atomic transition. The
small-amplitude sine wave plotted with the ground state shows the
sideband’s spatial intensity distribution. Part !b" shows the excita-
tion rate $p

s (z) for the sideband. It is extremely tiny near point !A"
because of its node, but nearly saturates near point !C". For these
plots, the laser parameters are those given in Table I, with *c#0,
*s"0, and 1!,/4.
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strongly inhibited because A is near the node of the sideband
as shown in Fig. 1!b".( If atoms moving to the right decay
along a path EF , they will gain even more kinetic energy
before they reach the next point equivalent to !C" just be-
yond 3-/4 where they can be excited again '15(. Thus, for a
range of velocities of the order of $/k , moving atoms gener-
ally experience a strong deflection force to the right. Of
course, faster atoms will move further than -/2, !distance
DE) before decaying to the ground state and thus will expe-
rience an average 0E. f#) ls/2. Since 0E is smaller and the
distance traveled is larger, such faster atoms will experience
a correspondingly smaller force that decreases as 1/v . In Fig.
2, we show a measured atomic beam deflection correspond-
ing to a force of .2.2Frad.Fmax/7, and this seems quite
realistic since it is averaged over velocities of several times
$/k .
By contrast, choosing the phase so that atoms are prima-

rily excited from the hilltops of the ground state to the val-
leys of the excited-state potential results in strong Sisyphus
cooling. In this case, the carrier is detuned to the red so its
nodes correspond to hilltops for the ground state, and it is
precisely at these points where the sideband most effectively

excites atoms, as shown in Fig. 3. Since atoms arrive in the
excited state at the potential minima, they climb more hills
than they descend, and there is strong Sisyphus cooling. Col-
limation of our atomic beam under these conditions is shown
in Fig. 4.
Clearly these intuitive pictures of the origin of this strong

force can provide qualitative descriptions of our measure-
ments, and also serve as a guide to developing new ideas
along similar lines.

FIG. 2. The upper part is a single-frame image !no averaging" of
the phosphor screen illuminated by electrons amplified by the MCP
that are emitted by impact of He* atoms !with laser light on". The
laser parameters are the same as for Fig. 1 !Table I" and the inter-
action time was 35 %. Atoms hitting near the top and bottom of the
screen do not pass through the laser beam and therefore serve as
markers for undeflected atoms. The prominent bulge to the right
shows the strongly deflected atoms, and there is a !hard-to-see"
much weaker bulge to the left that is attributed to atoms with ini-
tially high speeds to the left. Part !b" shows two intensity traces
across part !a", with and without the laser beams. The lower one of
these shows two groups of atoms deflected in opposite directions,
and its central peak is from uv light from the discharge in the
source. 'The left bulge does not show well in part !a" but its trace is
clear in part !b".(

FIG. 3. Sisyphus cooling example. Part !a" shows the spatial
dependence of the opposite light shifts for the ground and excited
states of a two-level atom. The sideband intensity is also plotted just
above the ground state to show that its spatial phase makes excita-
tion most likely along the line AB . For atoms moving in either
direction, spontaneous emission is most likely to occur from a
higher energy point than (B), for example along the path CD , ra-
diating more energy than was absorbed. Here, +c

0!20$ , +s
0

!1.4$ , *c!$38$ , *s!&0.6$ , and 1!, .

FIG. 4. Part !a" shows an image of the MCP-illuminated screen
!again, single frame with no averaging", and part !b" a plot of the
atomic flux across a horizontal line of part !a" !with and without the
laser beams" when the parameters are chosen for Sisyphus cooling.
The laser parameters are the same as those of Fig. 3, and the inter-
action time was .100% .
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B. Optical fields and forces

1. Effective Hamiltonian

We seek a solution for the force on two-level atoms mov-
ing in the field of two counterpropagating frequency-
modulated laser waves. The electric field E! i(z ,t) of the
frequency-modulated plane waves traveling in the positive
(i!1) and negative (i!2) directions can be written as

E!1,2!z ,t "!E02̂ cos'(kz&)ct&3 sin!)mt'1/2"( , !3"

where 2̂ is the unit polarization vector and E0 is the time-
independent amplitude of the waves. The waves have an
equal modulation index 3!*0 /)m , where *0 is the range of
the frequency sweep. The only difference in modulation
properties are phase differences 1 of each wave. For the
particular case of 3)1, the sum of the fields in Eq. !3" can
be
considered as three standing waves: a central strong com-
ponent with carrier frequency )c and electric field
2E0'cos)ct('cos kz(, and two sidebands with frequencies
)c')m and electric fields '3E0'cos()c')m)t('cos(kz
(1/2)( . The spatial phase shift of the sidebands with respect
to the carrier is '1/2 for the low-frequency !high-frequency"
sideband, respectively.
In the rotating wave approximation, the Hamiltonian

H(z ,t) describing a two-level atom interacting with the field
E!1,2(z ,t) is given by

H!
#

2 ! 0 +e f f*
+e f f $2*c

" , !4"

where *c!)c$)a is the detuning of the carrier frequency
)c from the atomic frequency )a . The effective Rabi fre-
quency +e f f(z ,t) is given by

+e f f!z ,t "!4
n
2+RJn!3"e$in)mt cos!kz$n1/2", !5"

where +R&$( 2̂•d! ) E0 /# and d! is the atomic dipole mo-
ment matrix element !chosen so that +R is real and positive".
The quantities +RJn(3) are the Rabi frequencies for the run-
ning waves of the spectral components n with the frequen-
cies )&n)m that appear in the Fourier expansion of the
frequency modulated field of Eq. !3".
The force exerted on atoms can be calculated from F!

$tr(56H) where 5 is the density matrix that satisfies the
optical Bloch equations. For arbitrary velocities and Rabi
frequencies, these equations can be solved only numerically,
and their numerical integration requires much time for aver-
aging of the result and for waiting for the steady-state for-
mation. So instead of direct integration of these optical
Bloch equations, we used another approach based on the
Fourier expansion of the density-matrix elements over )mt
in time and over kz in space. Therefore, we seek the steady-
state solution of the density-matrix equation as

w!z ,t "!4
l ,m

w (l ,m)e$i(l)mt&mkz), !6"

and

512!z ,t "!4
l ,m

512
(l ,m)e$i(l)mt&mkz), !7"

where w(z ,t)&522(z ,t)$511(z ,t). Then there arises an infi-
nite set of linear equations for w (l ,m) and 512

(l ,m) , and our
approach is truncation of these for some values of m and l.
We address the case of large modulation frequency )m

where excitation of the atom is produced by only one par-
ticular component n0 that is tuned near the atomic resonance,
and all the nonresonant components are so far detuned that
they can only cause light shifts. Therefore we assume that all
frequencies in the problem are small compared with )m:

+R , kv , $ , #0#))m , !8"

where 0!*c&n0)m is the detuning of the frequency of the
component n0 from the atomic resonance.
In this case there are two different time scales for the

density-matrix motion. There is a fast one at )m and a slower
one determined by all the other small frequencies. We use a
standard procedure for averaging over the fast motion '16(
and obtain the slow motion of the atom as described by the
effective Hamiltonian He f f given by

He f f!
#

2 ! 2S +0

+0 $2!0&S "
" . !9"

Here +0(z)!2+RJn0(3)cos(kz$n01/2) is the Rabi fre-
quency for the sideband n0 and

S! 4
n7n0

'+RJn!3"cos!kz$n1/2"(2/!n$n0")m !10"

is an approximate expression for the light shift produced by
all other spectral components.

2. Force in the frequency modulated field

Thus the problem of a two-level atom in a polychromatic
field in this approximation is reduced to the problem of the
interaction of the standing wave fields of particular fre-
quency components with atoms whose transition frequency
is spatially modulated by the light shift #S . The force F(z),
time averaged over the fast motions, can be represented as a
sum F(z)!Frect&Fpop where

Frect!$# Re$ 5̄12
8+0

8z % and Fpop!#w̄
8S
8z . !11"

Here 5̄12 and w̄! 5̄22$ 5̄11 are the density-matrix elements
for atoms described by the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. !9".
For the specific case of an atom at rest (v!0), these

position-dependent forces can be found analytically from the
steady-state solutions of the optical Bloch equations. We re-
cover the velocity-independent Eqs. !2a" and !2b" of Ref. '8(
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Frect!$#
!0&2S "

$2&4!0&2S "2
1
1&s

8+0
2

8z !12"

and

Fpop!$#
1
1&s

8S
8z , !13"

where we define s&+0
2/'(0&2S)2&$2/4( as the saturation

parameter.
The force Frect is the ordinary spatially dependent dipole

force. Since the detuning from the resonance is affected by
the light shift S(z) caused by all the other spectral compo-
nents, the spatial average of Frect70 when there is a well-
chosen phase shift between S(z) and +0(z). This is exactly
the rectification of the dipole force predicted by Kazantzev in
1987 '5(.
The origin of the force Fpop is quite different. First, the

sign of this force is different in the ground and in the excited
states so the net force on the atom depends on w̄(z ,t), which
is governed primarily by the nearly resonant spectral compo-
nent +0(z). Second, the maximum value of these two forces
is determined by different parameters. For Frect , it is the
amplitude of +0 whereas for Fpop it is the amplitude of S. As
with Frect , the spatial average of Fpop does not vanish for an
appropriate relative spatial phase between S(z) and +0(z).
If we consider the special case where the light shift in-

duced by all the other components is small, we can expand
the total force F(z) over the small parameter +R

2 /$)m . Only
then is it possible to average the total force over z and find
!not Fpop and Frect separately"

Fav!#k
+R
2

)m
* 4

n7n0

Jn
2!3"sin 1!n$n0"

!n$n0"

4sn0
!1&!1&4sn0"

2

*! 1&
$2$402

!402&$2"!1&4sn0
" , !14"

where sn0!'+RJn0(3)(
2/2'02&$2/4( is the saturation pa-

rameter of each of the two beams that form the standing
wave En0. The expression for the force exerted on moving
atoms cannot be found analytically.
In general, however, the average of Frect and Fpop over

wavelength for v70 can only be done numerically by solv-
ing the density-matrix equations for atoms described by the
effective Hamiltonian 'Eq. !9"( and then using Eqs. !11". We
need to use the constant velocity approximation to find the
average force even though it is valid only when the atomic
kinetic energy is much larger than any potential barriers
!e.g., the light shift, #) ls). Thus, Mv2/2%#) ls and may be
written as kv%2!)r) ls!)osc , where kv is Doppler shift
and )r&#k2/2M is the recoil frequency. This is not always a
good approximation to our experimental conditions, but is
adequate over a wide range of velocities and positions. This
result is distinctly different from the v!0 case of Ref. '8(.
Figure 5 shows the numerical results for two different

phases. It is clear from part !a" (1!,) that Fpop dominates
everywhere and furthermore is %Frad . It changes sign with
velocity, and thus has the properties of a very strong optical
molasses. This is the Sisyphus force of Sec. II A above. Part
!b" (1!,/4) shows that Fpop also dominates at low veloci-
ties, but does not change sign at v!0. Thus, it constitutes a
strong deflection force. However, it vanishes for v#few
times $/k because Fpop and Frect are of comparable magni-
tude but opposite sign. This may make it less useful experi-
mentally.

C. Doubly dressed atom

In our experiment, atomic kinetic energies are often less
than the height of the potential barrier produced by the light
shift. Thus, the atomic velocities are strongly affected by the
light shift, and it is not realistic to assert that an atom main-
tains a constant velocity. Therefore, we consider the evolu-
tion of atoms in the energy levels dressed by the standing
waves of the carrier and sideband.

FIG. 5. Plots of the force calculated by solving the density-matrix equations for atoms described by the effective Hamiltonian Eq. !9" and
using Eqs. !11". In these calculations for part !a", (1!,) the laser parameters are the same as those of Fig. 3 and for part !b", (1!,/4) they
are given in Table I. In both parts, the dash-dot lines are for Fpop , the dotted lines are for Frect , and the full lines are for total force F
!Fpop&Frect .
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The dressed atom picture has provided an accurate de-
scription of atomic motion under the influence of the dipole
force from a strong monochromatic standing wave '17(. In
this model, we consider a two-level system with dressed en-
ergies E1 and E2 and transition rates 91 and 92 between
these, all of which depend on the positions of atoms in the
two standing waves. Atoms that interact with such a light
field, experience an adiabatic force that derives from the en-
ergy shifts, F j!$dE j /dz , j!1,2.
One way to approximate the energies E1 and E2, is to use

the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian Eq. !9" and cal-
culate the decay rates 91 and 92 following the procedure of
'17(. This accounts for the strong forces that come from the
light shift of the carrier’s standing wave and the mixing of
the ground and excited states caused by the sideband’s stand-
ing wave. These energies E1 and E2 are plotted versus posi-
tion in Fig. 6 !thin line". Use of these energies ignores mix-
ing of ground and excited states caused by the carrier, and
also depends on a formula for the light shift that is valid only
for +R))m .
A different method to approximate the energies is to use

doubly dressed atomic states. The energy levels of a doubly
dressed atom can be obtained analytically for certain special
cases by diagonalizing an infinite tridiagonal matrix '18( or
using a semiclassical approach '19(, but we use a different
approach consisting of ‘‘dressing the dressed states’’ '20(. To
do this, we first dress the atom with the light from the carrier
and obtain the familiar energy levels E' for these two
dressed states #(& ,n): and #($ ,n): using the ' terms of
Eq. !1" '21(. Here, the extra set of parentheses indicates that
these are the states formed by the mixing of #g ,n: and
#e ,n$1:.
The presence of a second field !sideband" with a different

frequency causes many changes '22(. First, its quantum
number must be part of the label of the eigenstates of the
system, so #(' ,n): ! #m:&#(' ,n),m:→#( j ,n ,m): where n

represents the carrier and m represents the sideband ( j!1,
2".
Now the energy levels are

E1,2!#!*s'!+dd
2 &*dd

2 "/2, !15"

where *dd!*s$*c&+c! , +dd!+s(1&*c /+c!)/2, and +c!
&!*c

2&+c
2. Here, the effective detuning for the sideband

*dd includes the light shift caused by the carrier but not vice
versa because the sideband’s light shift is so very much
smaller than *c '8(. Since the spatial phases of the two stand-
ing waves are not necessarily the same, we need to be careful
to include their relative phase 1 as

+c!z "!2+c
0 cos!kz " and +s!z "!2+s

0 cos!kz$1/2".
!16"

We find the rates of population transfer caused by spontane-
ous emission processes to be '23(

91!$$ 14sin2 2; sin2 2<&sin4; sin4 <&cos4 ; cos4 < %
and

92!$$ 14sin2 2; sin2 2<&sin4 ; cos4 <&cos4 ; sin4 < % .
!17"

Here, the mixing angles < and ; are given by '23(

cos 2<!$*c /+c! and cos 2;!$*dd /+!, !18"

where +!!!*dd
2 &+dd

2 .
The spatial dependence of the energy levels calculated for

the doubly dressed atom from Eq. !15" are shown in Fig. 6
!thick line". The effective Hamiltonian energy levels of Eq.
!9" have a larger light shift at the carrier antinode !0, -/2, and
-) than the doubly dressed states of Eq. !15" because of the
approximate expression for the light shift in the effective
Hamiltonian of Eq. !10", especially at the antinode where
*c.1.5+c . The energy levels show small, unequal anti-
crossings that result from coupling where the carrier’s light
shift makes the weak sideband exactly resonant with the
light-shifted atomic energy level spacing 'points A and C in
Fig. 1!a"(. Since the sideband’s node is very close to one, but
not both, of these resonance positions, the anticrossings look
quite different.
When an atom moving on an energy level approaches one

of these anticrossings, it can make a Landau-Zener transition
to the other level. The probability of such a transition is
P(v)!exp'$(2,V 2)/(#v#p1$p2#)( where v is the atomic ve-
locity, 2V is the energy splitting at the anticrossing and pi is
the slope of a noninteracting energy level '24( shown in Fig.
6 !shown by dashed lines".
From the point of view of the dressed atom energy levels,

one can understand the asymmetry that gives rise to Fpop for
the case 1!,/4 in Fig. 7. Consider ground-state atoms start-
ing at the carrier standing wave node at -/4. If they have a
small velocity v& to the right, adiabatic following at point

FIG. 6. This figure shows the energies of a dressed pair of levels
derived from the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. !9" !thin line" and
doubly dressed atom of Eq. !15" !thick line" for typical experimen-
tal parameters as given in Table I, with 1!,/4. The dashed line
represents the noninteracting energy levels which determine the
slope pi needed to calculate the Landau-Zener transition
probability.
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!C" corresponds to excitation from the ground state. In the
intuitive model described in Fig. 1, this is the point where the
excitation rate is maximum along path CD . The atoms are
accelerated to the right by the light shift potential of the
excited state, and if they decay near point !E" !note: arrow
upwards!" they will gain even more kinetic energy as they
roll down the ground-state potential before they reach the
next carrier node at 3-/4. By contrast, atoms moving to the
left with v$ from -/4 will make Landau-Zener transitions at
point (A). In the intuitive model, this point corresponds to
the much smaller of the two maxima in the excitation rate
'path AB of Fig. 1!a"(. Such atoms experience a deceleration
from the light shift potential. To validate this model, we
performed numerical simulations that are described in
Sec. III C.

III. EXPERIMENTS

We implemented these forces using amplified light from a
diode-pumped fiber amplifier '25( that originates from an
external cavity-stabilized SDL-6702-H1 diode laser. The di-
ode laser frequency was locked to atomic resonance by satu-
rated absorption spectroscopy in a static cell with a weak rf
discharge. The light was weakly modulated by an EOM at
)m=2,*63 MHz. The laser was typically locked =63

MHz=40$ above or below atomic resonance to place either
one of the first-order sidebands close to atomic resonance.
The output beam of the EOM was injected into a diode-

pumped fiber amplifier to produce several hundred mW of
frequency-modulated light. The output beam of the fiber am-
plifier was subsequently circularly polarized to pump atoms
into the MJ!1 sublevel of the 2 3S1 state and drive the
closed transition to the 2 3P2 , MJ!2 sublevel. The beam
was apertured by an adjustable vertical slit, was incident per-
pendicularly onto the horizontal atomic beam, and was ret-
roreflected by a mirror located .1 m away to produce the
desired relative phase of the two standing waves.
Our atomic beam source has been described in Ref. '4(

but is briefly reviewed here. It is modeled after the reverse
flow design of Kawanaka et al. '26( with modifications origi-
nated by Mastwijk et al. '27(. It consists of a 1 cm diam.
quartz tube with a 1 mm diam. tungsten needle along its axis
and a 3 cm diam. liquid-N2-cooled stainless-steel coaxial
jacket. The plasma from a dc discharge produces about
.1014 He* atoms/s with a velocity distribution typical of
.150 K that we have characterized using a time-of-flight
method with a tuning-fork beam chopper. The atoms pass
through a vertical slit to define and collimate the beam and
thereby enable one-dimensional !1D" transverse measure-
ments of atomic deflection and/or laser cooling.
For these experiments, we use a multichannel plate

!MCP" and phosphor screen combination to detect the He*
atoms 70 cm away from the interaction region, and infer
their transverse velocity distribution from their spatial distri-
bution. Since He* atoms carry about 20 eV of internal en-
ergy, they eject an electron from the upstream surface of the
MCP with high probability, and the amplified pulses at the
output side of the MCP are accelerated to the screen. The
screen was viewed through a window by a video camera
connected to a PC via a frame grabber card. To characterize
the apparatus we did several ordinary Doppler deflection ex-
periments with a single laser beam using a wide range of
laser parameters, and compared the measurements with
straightforward calculations '13(. The agreement was excel-
lent in every detail.

A. Population force

To demonstrate the population force Fpop%Frad , we ad-
just the retroreflection mirror for a spatial phase of 1=,/4
for the sideband as shown in Fig. 1!a". Because of the asym-
metry of $p

s (z) about the carrier standing wave nodes,
atomic excitation is restricted to the neighborhood of posi-
tion !C" in Fig. 1!a". Slow atoms roll down the excited-state
potential from !D" and are accelerated to the right '15(.
Thus, there is a force of magnitude %Frad exerted on the

atoms over velocity range from v.0 to v.few times $/k
where the Doppler shift plays an important role for *s . Only
atoms moving to the left with sufficiently high velocity will
not experience this force, but instead will be accelerated to
the left by a similar mechanism. In our experiments whose
typical results are shown in Fig. 2, we also see such atoms
that are moving in this opposite direction.

FIG. 7. In part !a", the dressed energy levels and the laser pa-
rameters are the same as those of Fig. 6, derived from the doubly
dressed atom model. Here, the thicker lines indicate which doubly
dressed state contains the larger fraction of the excited state !and
therefore has the larger decay rate". The points !A" and !C" corre-
spond to resonance between the light-shifted atomic transition and
the sideband frequency, just as in Fig. 1. The thickness of the lines
changes here because of the sign change of the detuning that
switches the identity of ground and excited states in the dressed
atom basis. The asymmetry that produces a unidirectional force for
1!,/4 is clearly illustrated. Atoms traveling to the right from the
carrier node at -/4 traverse point !C" adiabatically to the excited
state where they experience a large acceleration before decay. By
contrast, atoms traveling in the opposite direction from -/4 undergo
a Landau-Zener transition and are weakly decelerated. Part !b"
shows the intensity of the carrier and sideband !multiplied by ten
relative to carrier here" to indicate their relative intensity.
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Figure 2!a" shows the image of the He* beam deflected
by this force. Atoms at the top and bottom do not pass
through the laser light and thereby provide a reference for the
undeflected beam. From geometry and the mean longitudinal
velocity of 1000 m/s, the 2.5 mm deflection corresponds to
an imparted transverse velocity of 0v=3.6 m/s!2.0$/k ,
demonstrating the large velocity range. The interaction time
is limited by a 3.5 mm slit aperturing the laser beam to
=3.5/s=35%=0.9/)r , so 0v=2.0$/k corresponds to F
=2.2Frad .

In addition, Fig. 8 shows how the force increases with
saturation parameter, showing no saturation at F.Frad , in
stark contrast with the radiative force. Its apparent saturation
at 4Frad is a result of approaching the limit of the velocity
range. This is easily seen by considering from Fig. 1 that the
excitation region spans only -/12 and that the transition is
strongly saturated so that $p=$/2. For interaction time of
28% , the number of excitations is (28%)($/2)(-/12)/(-/2)
.2.4. Thus, the total energy gain averages 2.4*) ls.24#$
at the maximum intensity. This corresponds to a velocity of
about 3$/k , the limit shown in Fig. 5. This can be under-
stood intuitively because a velocity of 3$/k corresponds to
traveling a distance -/2 in a time % , just enough to destroy
the origin of the force as described by Fig. 1.

B. Sisyphus cooling

In a different experiment, we choose *c"0, *s=&$ , and
the spatial phase of the sideband to be 1., . Then atoms are
always excited from near the tops of the ground-state hills at
the carrier’s nodes to near the bottom of the excited-state
hills !see Fig. 3". This results in still a different form of
Sisyphus cooling using this force. A typical single-frame im-
age from Sisyphus cooling is shown in part !a" of Fig. 4 !no
averaging". The atomic beam appears as a vertical stripe in
the absence of laser light, and its spatial distribution with and
without laser cooling is shown in part !b". All atoms within
the initial .5$/k wide velocity distribution are cooled by
this force, indicating that the velocity capture range of this
large force is %$/k .
We observe transverse cooling of the atomic beam when

*c=$40$ and heating when *c has the opposite sign !see
Fig. 9". This dependence on the sign of the intense beam’s
detuning is in direct contrast to Ref. '12( because here the
atomic excitation is caused by the weak but nearly resonant
sideband near the nodes of the high-intensity carrier standing
wave. In Ref. '12(, the excitation occurs at the antinodes
because there is only one frequency to cause both the light
shift and the optical pumping.
Figure 9!a" shows the heating that occurs when *c#0.

There is also clear evidence of channeling of the low-
velocity atoms here that is difficult to distinguish from cool-
ing when *c"0. Observation of channeling requires that the
sideband is slightly detuned such that the maximum value of
$p
s is away from the node of the carrier, and therefore atoms
with small velocities channeled at the carrier’s node will not
escape the channel by pumping to the excited state. Atoms
with larger velocities are able to climb higher up the light
shift potential of the ground state and get pumped to the
excited state by the sideband and heated away from v!0. In
contrast, when the sideband’s detuning is very small and the
maximum value of $p

s is near the node of the carrier, atoms
at the node of the carrier will get out of the channel by
frequent excitations, where they are at the top of the light
shift potential. Figure 9!b" shows heating of the atoms with-
out channeling when *s!$1$ .

C. Numerical simulations

We performed a numerical simulation of the atomic mo-
tion using the energy levels from the doubly dressed atom

FIG. 8. The measured value of the deflection force is not only
significantly larger than Frad , but also does not saturate near F
!Frad . Here, *c!36.2$ and *s!$2.5$ , 3!0.25 so that
+s
0/+c

0!1/8. The interaction time for these measurements was 28% .
Although the force is clearly larger than Frad , it does appear to
saturate at 4Frad . This is not a force saturation, however, but a
result of approaching the limit of the velocity range !see text".

FIG. 9. Here, the laser parameters are chosen so that the Sisy-
phus force heats the atoms, thus showing both heating and channel-
ing. The laser parameters for parts !a" and !b" are +c

0!20$ , +s
0

!1.2$ , and phase!,. The interaction time is =100% . For part !a",
*c!35.6$ and *s!$3.4$ so there is not much chance for atoms to
escape channeling. For part !b", *c!38$ and *s!$1$ so that
there are far fewer channeled atoms. The central peak is from uv
light from the discharge in the source.
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model of Sec. II C. A classical description of the atomic mo-
tion is justified because the width of the velocity distribution
is larger than the recoil velocity vr&#k/M . The quantitative
agreement between this and our measurements provides cor-
roboration of some of our intuitive ideas. For example, we
neglected atomic excitation by the carrier and the simulation
shows that this indeed does not affect Fpop . It also provides
a quantitative demonstration of the asymmetry for 1!,/4
that produces the deflection force.

We used a Monte Carlo method to generate the distribu-
tion of Landau-Zener transitions for each time an atom en-
counters an avoided crossing and also to account for sponta-
neous emission processes. The simulation works with several
thousand atoms in a beam that crosses the laser field perpen-
dicular to its k! vectors. For each atom, the initial position is
chosen randomly over an optical wavelength. The initial lon-
gitudinal velocity v l and transverse velocity v follow Gauss-
ian distributions corresponding to our experimental condi-
tions.
The simulation calculates the position and velocity of the

atoms. These values are then used to calculate the atoms’
final position at the detector which is 70 cm downstream of
the interaction region. By plotting the final distribution of
atomic positions for different values of +c

0 , *s , and 1 , we
obtain qualitative agreement with our measurements, includ-
ing cooling, heating, and channeling effects. A sample com-
parison between the experiment and simulation is shown in
Fig. 10. We also performed the same Monte Carlo simulation
with the energy levels from the effective Hamiltonian of Eq.
!9" as discussed above, but this yielded poorer agreement.

IV. CONCLUSION

Use of a second frequency of light to manipulate the
strong dipole force can be exploited in several ways. With
the bichromatic force of Refs. '2–4(, the two optical fields
are of comparable intensity and detuning. Rectification of the
dipole force by properly chosen laser parameters has been
studied in Refs. '5–10(. Here, we choose still different laser
parameters and utilize the relative phase of the two standing
waves to demonstrate new forms of optical forces. They are
shown to be %Frad and cover a velocity range %$/k . We
have demonstrated qualitative agreement with an intuitive
model of the workings of these forces, including a Sisyphus
cooling description. We have also made numerical simula-
tions of the atomic motion in our light fields whose results
compare very well with our measurements. We anticipate
that further studies of polychromatic forces will continue to
expose new and interesting phenomena.
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